CASE STUDY

Challenge
• Increasing awareness of visitor activity to
ensure safety

Why Surveillint™
• Track subjects across camera views with
Surveillint and EZ Track™

Results
• Faster incident management

World’s Most Famous Public Assembly Facility
This popular public assembly facility holds occasions of all kinds, including concerts,
plays and sporting events. The security team must constantly monitor visitor activity
to ensure the safety of visitors and employees. Putting enthusiastic individuals in
a crowd environment and adding special factors like alcohol can lead to negative
incidents. Concern for public safety prompted this security team to implement
Surveillint and its EZ Track video investigation solution to help investigate actions
and events that occur on the premises.

• Improved team communication
• Lack of camera coverage exposed by EZ Track

Surveillint was chosen to connect 550+ legacy cameras into a Joint Operations Center
to visually secure appropriate areas. In addition, EZ Track was installed to track subjects
across camera views for incident management. As an added benefit, a test run of EZ
Track during the installation process demonstrated to the security team that camera
coverage was lacking in several areas. Once the facility chose to secure these areas
with additional cameras, the security team began using Surveillint and EZ Track in the
Joint Operations Center to help keep all parties informed of security incidents. In the
future, this facility plans to add new security cameras and eventually replace the legacy
cameras with updated systems for additional situational awareness. With Surveillint,
migration to new video systems will be a breeze.

About EZ Track
EZ Track makes tracking subjects across multiple camera views as easy as the click of an
arrow. Subjects can be followed from camera to camera without the need to memorize
the many camera IDs/locations or manually search recorded video clips. Operators can
track subjects backwards through recorded video in time or catch up with them in real
time. In addition, multiple camera views can be monitored in tandem and video images
snapped and exported quickly and easily. EZ Track is the clear choice for tracking moving
subjects, especially among hundreds or thousands of people.
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